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Ishlinskii 111 proposed a version of the theory of plasticity assming 
that the yield surface moves as a rigid body. later on Prager [ 2 1 in- 
dependently discussed the same idea in application to the kineolatic models 
interpreting the behavior of plastic systems. In I3,4 1 the possibility 
of analytic formulation of a law of anisotropic hardening has been 
studied as proposed by Ishlinskii and Prager. The present note studies 
the law of aniaotropic hardening in the formulation of the paper [ 4 1. 

It is shown that the version of the anisotropic hardening body propos- 
ed in I4 1 leads to equations of the hyperbolic type, extending the 
quantitative feature of the ideally plastic material to the case of hard- 
ening bodies. In this note relations, corresponding to the plane state 
of strain and likewise to three-dimensional problems, are considered. In 
the last case, it is assumed that the state of stress corresponds to an 
edge of the yield prism generalizing in accordance with [ 4 ] the Tresca 
plasticity condition. 

‘Ihe case of plane strain will be considered first. Ihe basic relations 
may be given the form [ 4 I 

b, - cc,) - (ov - CC,)]’ -!- 4 (TV - CS~,)~ = 4k*, . k, c = con& (2) 

dcz di, dczv 
(OX - c&J - = [au - eEy, (Ov - ccv) - (0% - CLJ = 2 (Txv - cc._) (3) 

‘lbe conditions (l)-(3) must be augmented by the conditions of com- 
patibility of deformation 

(4) 
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where 

au au -- i au- av -- =t - & ’ Ey=ay. exr=f ay+x I ( ) WC+ $.p) ( 
For the following the notation c = + t c, E =y will be intro- 

duced. Ihe condition (2) will be saksfid by u&!ng 

ot=p+kcos2@ +a. o,=p-kcos2@-cr, ?,,=ksin2@ +q (5) 

Substituting (5) into (11, one finds 

These relations must be supplemented by (3) and (41 which ass~ the 
fom 

&fJin20-ddycQs20=0 (3 

afo 
*+--so. ar 

az-ay az 
a@ a ar ay-z-ay=o (8) 

It is readily verified that the five equations (61, (7) and (8) for 
the five unbwuns p, 8, z, y, 0 are of the hyperbolic type with the 
characteristics given by 

dy-tg(effx)d*=o (9) 
Iet 

;It;.=dycaa(B+~n)-~~sil,(@+$n) dT)=dyeoo(@-+-IF) -dzsi*(@-‘+r) 

Along the characteristics one has relations, generalizing the rell- 

hnown Henchy relations 
w 

It will be mted that dc COB 20+ dy sin 28- dy*, where dy+ is 
the shear strain along the characteristic. 

It follars frola Equation (7) that the relations of Geiringer apply, 
asserting the absence of extension along the characteristics. 

Next,thethree-dimensionalprobiawillheconsidered.By[41 and 
15 1 the conditim of plasticity will be nitten 

I(a, - CE,.) - (o - cc) f 2/3kj [au - co,) - (a - co) -t 2!3 k] = &,, - CQ, IL cw) W) 
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where (I = 1/3(0~+ CT~ + uz), t = l/3(6=+ cY+ ~~1. 'The symbol (xyz) de- 
notes that the remaining relations are obtalned by means of cyclic per- 
mutation of the subscripts. 

Further, one has to use the transformation of variables 

ox = p + 2k COS* Bx + CEx, Tx!/ - - - ‘)li COSLCix COS Bu + CExy (XYZ) 

Substituting (12) in the equilibrium equations 

(1”) 

and supplementing them by the condition cos20x = cos2BY + cos2Bz = 1, the 
relations of the law of plastic flow [6 ] 

do, + dey + de, = C 

= do,,, 
~,-ccE~-G+ 2,315 

+ dev + dcVz a’ -“’ 
- o + 213 k 

= 
‘xy - %y 5/z - c%Z 

L dex,, 
ox - CE~ - 0 + *is k 

+ d5lz 
all-cc u- (I + 213 k 

7x2 - CExz =liz - C%* 
+ dt, 

and the conditions of strain cazpatibility 

(14) 

(13 

one obtains a system of thirteen equations for the thirteen unknowns p, 

is readily verified that this system belongs to 
that its characteristic determinant may be written 

in the form 

(grad @)I(2 grad $n)S-(glad +)*I = 0 (16) 

where $ is the equation of the characteristic surface, n = cos 0) + 
cos 8 $ + cos Ok. 

'bus, it has been shown that the generalization of the relations of 
the theory of ideal plasticity, proposed in 14 I, permits extension of 
the quantitative feature of the solutions of the theory of the ideally 
plastic body to the case of anisotropically hardening materials. In a 
certain manner this circumstance corresponds to experinmntal evidence: 
formation of Luder lines and slip surfaces. 
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It is lcnom that the relations of the laws of the deformation theories 
of isotropic hardeuing reduce to equations of the elliptic type, compli- 
cated frau the point of view of practical application; by the character 
of their assuoptions the theories of isotropic hardening are of little 
use for the description of the actual behavior of plastic bodies, which 
is invariably accosgmnied by auisotropic hardening. The laws of the de- 
formation theories of isotropic hardening essentially correspond in 
nature to isotropic nonlinearly elastic bodies. 

'Ihe above results show that the simultaueous study of the effects of 
anisotropy and hardening may lead to a simplification of mathematical 

problems. 
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